Trip report

Attendees:
Craig Upton and kids.
Brian and Susan Dixon
Carl & Colleen Bleazard + 1
It was planned to be a cruisy weekend and that
is what it was. The Upton’s left on the Thursday
and once set up in the Coorongooba Campground
around lunch time enjoyed the serenity of Glen
Alice. Well that and watching the other people set
up and take some hours. That is always a laugh
and great entertainment. I mean what else was I
meant to do while the kids were running around
in the creek and finding new friends from other
camps.
The next day saw Brian and Sue turn up about
8,30 and as they were setting up, Carl and Colleen
came a wondering in to camp. Once sites were
reserved with rope, etc it was time to go for a small
drive up Mount Airlie. There was nothing serious
in the driving but a couple of small challenges
made the drive to our short fern walk and then our
amazing lunch lookout spot all the more fun.
After a bit of a relax and potter we headed back
down the mountain, stopping only to get fire wood
and then back to camp for what the trip was all
about, relax.
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Along the Track

The Saturday saw us head out to Dunn’s Swamp
which is about a 45 minute drive down the road.
Our trip was extended a fraction as we stopped in
to my Dads place on the way as he was coming
along to have a bite to eat with us at this reservoir
and watch the kids paddle in the canoes. It was an
easy drive and an easier stay at Dunn’s Swamp.
Once we left we stopped into Kandos for a short
(that’s all you can do in Kandos is short) look
around and ice cream stop. Then back to camp via
a fire wood stop.
Easter Day. Sunday. Beautiful weather and we
were down by one as Carl and Colleen left back
to Sydney. Now what do you do when the trip was
meant to be relaxing. Oh yeh, nothing. And we did
nothing really well. The dat flew by and we just sat
around and chatted and chilled. Well the kids didn’t
did they. They were running around like crazy
people and having a ball with all their friends from
other camp sites. They got muddy and dirty, then
wet and clean and ended up back at camp only
to eat somewhere in-between the clean, wet and
dirty. It was an awesome nothing day and was just
what the doctor ordered for all of us.
Monday of course was the pack up day and then
back to Sydney. We did very little but I’m not sure
we did the nothing completely so we will
be aback and the plan is next Easter.
Stay tuned if that sort of trip suits you. I
will put it up on the calendar then.
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